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PROGRAM

Earle Brown
**Four Systems** for four players and pre-recorded sounds

*Mikaela Hannon*, flutes
*Sarah Core*, keyboard
*John Solari*, piano
*Christopher Goulet*, percussion

Philip Glass
**Music in Similar Motion** for ensemble

*Mikaela Hannon*, piccolo flute
*Rachel Reyes*, piccolo flutes
*Deanna Rusnock*, accordion
*Sarah Core*, harpsichord
*Christopher Goulet*, marimba
*John Solari*, piano

Casey Farina
**Bitsmoke** for four players, video & audio live processing

*Mikaela Hannon*, flutes
*Rachel Reyes*, flutes
*Alexander Austin*, horn
*Deanna Rusnock*, accordion

György Ligeti
**Trio** for violin, horn & piano

*Mohamed Farag*, violin
*Alexander Austin*, horn
*Puripat Paesaroch*, piano